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ABSTRACT

Absolute Spacetime Theories conceived for the purpose of test-

ing Special Relativity (SR) are reviewed. It is found that most

theories proposed were in fact SR in different coordinate systems,

since in general no specific SR violations were introduced. Models

based on possible SR violating mechanisms are considered. Miscon-

ceptions in recently published papers are examined.

Key-words: Special relativity; Absolute spacetime; Ether theories.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Since its origin, Special Relativity (SR) has been somehow un-

der scrutiny, curiously more so in the recent decades. In fact

much effort is currently directed into comparative studies be-

tween SR and absolute space-time theories.

This paper addresses mainly the formulation of absolute theo-

ries and test theories of SR in general. We have been increasingly

concerned with a few misconceptions that have been finding their

way into many papers in this field, and which we propose to cla-

rify here. This is for instance the case of two recent papers1'2

appearing in these pages, which we discuss in section 5.

Absolute theories are generally investigated3 G in direct com

parison with SR by means of a parametrization of linear transfor-

mations connecting the coordinates of two inertial frames, in

such a way as to generalize the Lorentz transformation. One may

study the consequences of various assigned values for the parame-

ters, or enquire into possible experimental deviations from those

values dictated by SR.

Following Mansouri and Sexl3"5 we write the generalized Lo-

rentz transformation connecting two inertial frames, S the sup-

posed absolute or "Ether" rest frame, and S' which has constant

speed V = Vx with respect to S, in terms of a(V), b(V) and e(V),

which are arbitrary functions of V.

x' » b(x-Vt)

t' * at + ex1 (1)

y ' « y . , z'az , c * 1
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Very accurate measurements of the rates of time dilation7 and

length contraction* have confirmed practically beyond discus-

sion the relativistic values of

a^Nv) = b(V) = U - V 2 ) ~ 1 / Z =y , _ (2)

now a feature in most propositions of absolute theories, and which

we accept in this work.

Thus, the central issue dividing SR and absolute theories con-

cerns conventions and methods of clock synchronization, which will

indicate a value for c (V) in eq. (1). Two particularly important

values are e - -V, yielding the Lorentz transformation

x1 = y(x-Vt)

(3)

t1 = Y(t-Vx)

which defines the Einstein coordinates9 , and e=0 yielding the

Tangherlini!" transformation, rediscovered by Marinov11,

x1 = y(x-Vt)

(4)

t' = Y " 1 t

which defines what has been called the Ivcs or Lorcntz-Fitzgerald

coordinates in previous papers 1:-lk # jjet us call them here the

Tnngherlini coordinate*; for uniformity with other authors.

While there is a consensus that Einstein coordinates correspond

to clock synchronization by light signals, not much care is taken

in the experimental definition of procedures leading to the Tan-
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gherlini synchronization. He shall Come to this later.

It i s convenient for future purposes to consider a special class

of transformations within eq. (1), the n-Lorentz transformations,

x* = Y(x-Vt)
(5)

t1 = Y"1 t - nvx1

of which the Tangherlini (n=0) and Lorentz (n=l) transformations are

particular cases.

A major source of concern, as we shall see, is the fact that ab

solute theories are often discussed at the level of coordinates

instead of physical phenomena. Coordinate transformations cannot

.define an absolute theory, which must exist independently of any

choice of coordinates, since these are only labels. In general

there will be a particular transformation which is most appropri-

ate for some theory, while other choices, leading to more cumber-

some treatment, remain a matter of convention. This point has

been constantly stressed by Tiomno et al. ''12'15|15)1' who ad-

vocate the use of Einstein coordinates even in theories which vio

late SR principles.

Conversely, one may work out SR results in any of the coordi-

nates implied by eq.(l), or particularly in Tangherlini coordi-

nates. This fact led many authors to advocate the equivalence

of SR and absolute test theories, as is the case of Mansouri and

Sexl3"5 whose work we analyse in section 3.

It is interesting to note that Einstein himself may have some-

how originated this .misleading emphasis on coordinates, by in-
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sisting on the importance of particular synchronization procedures

and coordinator: leading to the Lorentz transformation for SR,

while later arbitrary coordinates were used by him in General Re-

lativity (GR). Both in SR and GR, not the coordinates but real

physical effects are observables of invariant meaning.

This problem unfolds in greater detail in the next two sections

as we analyse the works of Robertson (section 2) and of Nansouri

and Sexl3"5 (section 3), two of the most important in this field

of test theories of SR.

In section 4 we discuss and exemplify absolute theories which

are based on proposed measurements of SR violating phenomena,

rather than on coordinate transformations.

Two of the most recent papers related to absolute theories, and

published in these pages, are discussed in section 5, as illustra

tions of the perpetuation of misconceptions against which this

paper intends to be an alert.

2 THE TEST THEORY OF ROBERTSON

Robertson's pioneering work17 of 1949 is the natural starting

point of our analysis. He aims to replace most of Einstein's pojs

tulates in the formulation of SR by observational conclusions drawn

from optical experiments.

Thus, instead of a postulated equivalence of ail inertial frames,

he starts with a privileged one, a "rest-system" S, the only one

in which light is postulated to propagate rectilinearly and iso-

tropically with constant round trip velocity independently of the
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source motion. All synchronization procedures are assumed to be

equivalent in S. These properties are not characteristic of SR,

as they are valid for any absolute space-time theory. For all

other inertial systems S* no assumption is made concerning the

velocity of light or any other physical law, all to be inferred

from observation and the postulates of S.

Robertson reduces his problem, that of deriving SR without most

postulates of SR, to the determination of the transformation U

which will relate observations made in S' to those in S. In terms

of coordinates the problem is to find (t',x',y',2') _H_> (t,x,y,z).

Einstein's light signal synchronization is then imposed both

in S and S1, thus ensuring by convention the equality of the one

way to and fro velocities of light in each frame, of value c(= 1)

in S and to be determined by observation in S •.

This synchronization, is one of the three well known ingredients

in the Lorentz transformation:

(i) Fitzgerald-Lorentz length contraction

(ii) Lorentz time dilation

(iii) Einstein clock synchronization

(i) and (ii) being valid, (iii) implies c=l also in S'.

The optical experiments of Mlchelson-Morley, Kenncdy-Thorndike

and Ives-Stilwell are invoked as exact results to prove (i). and

(ii), or equivalently to prove eq. (2). This means that Robertson's

general transformation eq.(1) is now restricted to the less gene-
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eq. (5) where only the synchronization parameter r» remains to

be determined.

However, having assumed Einstein's light signal synchroniza-

tion in both the "absolute" (S) and "moving" (S1) frames, Robertson

has introduced by hand, an an input, lorentz' ingredient (iii) in

to his test transformation U, thereby forcefully making n=l in

eq.(5).

This led Robertson to the identification of U with the Lorentz

transformation, having "replaced as far as possible Einstein's re

lativity postulate by facts drawn from experience". Instead, he

should have found U identical to eq.(5).

Here we witness perhaps the birth moment of an apparently gene

ralized misconception which has since then recurred in different

disguises, and which is one of the main issues in this paper.

The assumption of Einstein's synchronization determines n=l,

but it is clear that Robertson's proof can be repeated step by

step with any other value 0< vi< 1, and leads to transformations (5).

To be more specific, the a,,1 matrix element in his eq. (11) would

read nVa.Vcr. His work could then equally well be used to advo-

cate for instance the Tangherlini transformation eq.(4), .as was

done later by Mansouri and Sexl (see section 3).

Thus, instead of deriving SR from basic experiments, the only

physics Robertson obtained is the confirmation of the relativistic

length contraction and time dilation in a more systematic ap-

proach than previously. Nothing can be inferred from his analy-

sis about the existence or not of SR violating effects, which must

be described by different laws in S and S1 in Einstein coordinates,

if they occur.
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Notice that even if the-dilation (a~* ) and contraction (b) pa-

ramoters were not found from experience to equal y, whatever va-

lues obtained could be used to renorroalize rods and clocks so as

to reobtain the Lorentz transformation and Einstein's coordinates.

This way a universally invariant c=l is recovered in S', indepen-

dently of the rest of physical phenomenology, even for absolute the

ories.

3 THE MANSOURI-SEXL TEST THEORY

In their important series of three papers, here referred as

MSI , MS.TI*** and MSIII* , Mansouri and Sexl aim at a systema-

tic approach towards a test theory of SR.

Synchronization methods are divided into two categories: (i)

System external methods are those in which a preferential refer-

ence frame S is singled out (the "rest" or "ether" frame), and clocks

in all other reference frarr.es S' are synchronized, directly or indirectly, with

respect to those sitting in S, instantaneously at the same position, (ii) Sys

tern internal synchronization methods arc those established without

mention to any frames other than the one in which clocks are being

synchronized. The slow transport and light signal methods are ex-

amples.

The basic assumptions by Mansouri and Sexl (MS) are: (i) In

any inertial system the velocity of light is independent of the

motion of the source. (ii) Light signal and slow transport syn-

chronizations agree in the absolute or rust system S. (iii) Meas-

uring rods which agroo in length in S al.Ho fKirco in any inerti.il Hya
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S'f and clocks with the same period in S, also have equal periods

in Sf.

No synchronization in S' is previously specified and space-time

coordinates in S and S1 relate in principle by equation (1). A-

mong all system external synchronization conventions or procedures,

one is of special interest since it does maintain absolute simul-

taneity. It is the one implied by the Tangherlini coordinates of

eg. (4). A recipe for preparing Tancjherlini clocks is given in sec

tion 3 of MSI. It consists basically of Einstein's light signal

method, plus a clock rearranging convention based on a presumedly

known value of the laboratory's absolute velocity V - Vx, such that

Vx1 is added to Einstein times in S1, for clocks sitting at posi

tions x1. Another equivalent routine is also given.

Based on this synchronization MS build their absolute test the

ory, and claim that it is kinematically equivalent to 3R. They

interpret in the light of eq.(4) the results of various experi-

ments which are usually considered to be confirmations of SR. This

program is carried out in MSII with first order (in V) tests, and

in MSIII with second order tests. They conclude that all experi-

ments analysed agree with both the Lorentz (n = l) or the n=0 trans-

formation eq. (b), and therefore SR and their ii = 0 test theory are equi-

valent.

Our point here is that their conclusion of equivalence is again

a consequence of erroneous interpretation of coordinate systems

as theories.

Having adopted cq. (2) in" sb = y), hS were automatically res-

tricted to SR sir.ee, as Robertson, they did not introduce any SR

violating physicsJ space coordinates are identical in both trans-
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formations and their external method recipes for obtaining the

Tangherlini synchronization are entirely consistent with SR. They

are in fact Einstein's synchronization followed by some conven-

tional rearrangement of clocks in terms of a previously known va-

lue of V. SR is preserved throughout the system external synchro

nization routines suggested by MS.

Therefore, their test "theory" is in fact SR in Tangherlini's

coordinates, equivalence between the two coming as a trivial con-

sequence. They could have as well obtained eq.(5).

The way out of this triviality can only be provided by system

intzinal synchronization methods. No physically meaningful dis-

tinction between the Einstein and Tangherlini times is possible

before some experimentally testable SR violating phenomenon is

manifest that permits the synchronization of Tangherlini clocks

via internal methods. This is also true for any of the n-Lorentz

transformations given by eq. (5). These matters are the main sub-

ject of the next section.

Meanwhile we proceed with further comments on the MS papers.

In MSII the analysis of first order experiments is carried in

terms of the parameters e, a, b of eq.(1). The synchronization

parameter c(V) is set equal to its slow transport value as ob-

tained in MSI (section 6),

eT(V) = 2 a V t O ( V
J ) (6)

where a(V) has been expanded as

a(V) = 1 + « V2 +0(v") .
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Equation (6) is however too strong a restriction upon the dif-

ferent ways in which a test theory should be allowed to depart

from SR. Indeed, in the MS test theory, departures of e(V) from

the relativistic value of -V are strictly connected, by eq. (6),

with the departures of a(V) from the relativistic value y~l; this

means that c and a are not independent parameters, and the tests

discussed by MSI I are tests upon a only. Such unjustified res-

triction leads to their conclusion that "first-order tests cannot

be used to distinguish between SR and ether theories".

MS do not consider the fact that t(V) (or n in eq. 5) can ac-

tually be an independent test parameter, as was detailed by Ticmno16.

The slow transport and light signal procedures are certainly equi.

valent and SR abiding provided a"1 = b = Y, but that does not pre-

clude the existence of other possibly inequivalent procedures. One

such can be the shaft synchronization, provided the SR violation

hypothesized by Marinov18 is verified: a null synchronization pa-

rameter U=0) could result, that is neither of MS's tT or e , even

if a"1 = b = Y« Another synchronization method with similar proper

ties has been proposed by the present authors13.

Comparing the works of Robertson and of MS, we see that the

first never had a complete test theory since from start Einstein's

synchronization i» imposed in all frames,' and the results of th«.>

optical experiments arc taken as leading to eq. (2) with absolute

precision. All the ingredients of the Lorentz transformation arc

then introduced by assumptions, two of which, (i) and (ii), sup-

ported by experiments.

A considerable step forward is MS's introduction of a synchro-

nization parameter, properly recognized as convention dependent,
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besidcs the paramctrlzation factors a(V) and b(V) for time dila-

tion and length contraction, thus providing us with a complete test

theory of SR.

They do not however introduce any SR violations other than po£

sible deviations of a~ and b from y. As soon as the equality

a" s b = Y is restored, their test theory colapses back to SR with

a synchronization of clocks that is not Einstein's, but which can

be implemented (without SR violations) only by external methods.

It is then concluded that the Tancjherlini time cannot be implanted

internally, and that all internal methods will be equivalent to

Einstein's, if a" =b = y. To conclude otherwise, MS needed to

"upgrade" the Tangherlini time from the role of mere coordinates,

by devising an internal synchronization method based on some pro-

posed hypothetical phenomenon, to be searched for experimentally,

which violates SR in a way as to render observable the Tangherlini

time.

It is important to mention however, that the MS analysis of

tests of SR against theories which violate SR only by the depar-

tures of a" and b. from y is entirely correct. It is interesting

to point out that all of the quadratic results of MSIII were re-

obtained in reference (16) where work was carried in Einstein coor-

dinates, a confirmation again of the irrelevance of the coordinate

sydtem used.
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4 ABSOLUTE THEORIES BUILT FROM OBSERVABLES

In the previous section we have argued that the formulation of

an absolute theory must be founded on physical effects that con-

tradict SR, rather than on a choice of coordinate transformations.

Nowhere in either Robertson's work or the MS test theory has an

SR violating observable been hypothesized, other than possible do

partures of a""1 and b from y, that could be searched for in labo-

ratories.

One such observable, if time dependent, could for instance de-

termine a non Einstein synchronization of distant clocks indepen-

dently of conventions or of any prior knowledge of an absolute ve_

locity V, thereby establishing what MS have call*ed a system inter

nal synchronization method. Some theory other than SK should then

emerge to accomodate the alleged phenomenon, and of course this

theory would be at its most simple form for the study of that phe

nomenon when described by the time coordinates dictated by it.

One example is Marinov's hypothesislB of an "anti-Lorcntz" twist,

in principle testable in his rotating shaft apparatus, irrespec-

tive of the coordinates used. If the effect is confirmed, Marinov's

two rotating wheels are two absolutely synchronized distant clocks.

They could bo used to establish laboratory coordinates that will

relate to the absolute ones by transformal.ions (4). The synchroniza-

tion being internal, the determination of absolute V comes as a

by-product by comparison with, say the light signal generated co-

ordinates.

Independently of any choice of particular coordinates, Tiomno

ct al,9'11''13'1""1' have in the recent past proposed an absolute
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theory that is based on observable effects, with SR violations re

stricted to the free rotation of rigid bodies, and called S-LET

(for Strict Lorentz Ether Theory). It stands upon a kinematical

model with the basic assumption (to be tested experimentally) that

free rotation is uniform, i.e. equal angles at equal time inter-

vals, only if described by the Tangherlini coordinates.

S-LET was examined (in Einstein coordinates) in confrontation

with SR. A number of SR violating phenomena predicted by S-LET

and observable with present day technology were derived13, to-

gether with suggestions of experiments to search for them1*1. It

has been shownll* that, within their errors, past experiments do

not discard S-LET, since they can be analysed as confirmations of

SR as well as of S-LET. Actually they are incapable of detecting

the n-term in equation (5).

A disk rotating according to S-LET would constitute another ex

ample (besides Marinov's) of a system that measures, at different

points in space, a time that is inequivalent to that of Einstein,

independently of any conventions. Disk synchronization is des-

cribed in detail in ref. (13).
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5 OTHER ATTEMPTS

To illustrate further our point, we have chosen to comment two

recent articles in Phys. Rev. A which deal with absolute theo-

ries1'2.

The first, by G. Spavieri1, and hereafter referred to as GS, dis

cusses the nonequivalence of Ether theories and SR. Spavieri con

siders the problem of internal synchronization and its connection

with the parameter e in eq. (1). We show here that most of his con

elusions are wrong. GS intends to exhibit internal synchroniza-

tion procedures that lead to non Einstein tines.

In the first procedure, a moving rod is used to start two se-

parate clocks at rest in S1, as the rod's edge flies part them.

The rod is initially at rest in 5', and set parallel to the line

that joins both clocks, the x1 axis. It is then accelerated to-

wards the x' axis, keeping its length always "parallel to the x1

axis for S'", and reaching a uniform velocity u relative to S

(u1 in S1) before it flies past the clocks. It is not clear whether

GS considers parallel motion with respect to S or to S1. We shall

consider both cases.

If parallelism is monitored in S (the absolute frame), the ana

lysis proceeds as in GS. The rod is used to define another iner-

tial system S M with uniform velocity u1 in S', and uniform velo-

city in S given by

u « u x + u y • V x • u yx y y

As scon from S, whichever the value of n in the transformation

ecj. (5), the axis of S M are no longer perpendicular but open up
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by an angle At = Y u u . They cannot therefore be kept both pa-

rallel to those of S, but will be arbitrarily oriented with res-

pect to S between two extreme positions: y"//y, or x"//x .

Since the moving rod represents x" , the synchronization ob-

tained will be such that, associated to every relative orientation

between the two frames, there will be a value of n ranging from

the two extremes,

n = 0 , for x"//x

and the Tangherlini time T is established, or

n = 1 , for y"//y

and the Einstein time t is established.

GS calls this an internal synchronization method, but it is in

fact external. The method needs an observer sitting in the abso-

lute frame S, to monitor parallelisms and to pass on to those in

Sf (Laboratory) the value of the interception angle (x,x"), or

equivalently, the value of n, so that the experimenter may know

which time synchronization has been realized in S1. So, a pre-

vious knowledge of the absolute frame is necessary.

We consider now the possibility that the parallel motion of

the rod with respect to x1 is monitored in the laboratory S1 as

should be necessary for an internal synchronization. In this au-u

the GS proposition is totally insatisfactory. The concept of pa-

rallel motion is by itself synchronization dependent, that is, un

restricted motion can only be considered parallel if defined with
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rospect to somo previously established synchronization. Other-

wise, how can you tell that at one instant of time (which time?),

•ff.v separate moving points are equidistant from some referential

a::is in S1? The experimenter will need two previously synchronized

clocks sitting in the x' axis to register the passing times of the

rod's ends; either 11=t2 (parallel) or tj^o (inclined).

Thus, GS's first proposition cannot be an internal method. If,

however, the parallelism between rod and x' in S.' is enforced by

some restriction, say a track system, then necessarily the method

leads to Einstein's time since no SR violating phenomenon is in-

volved.

Like other previous authors, GS does not break SR anywhere in

his proposals, and therefore no SR violating synchronizations can

be extracted from them by internal methods. This is in fact a

basic criterion to decide, independently of computation, whether

any proposition of internal synchronization is able to yield an

inoquivalent time to Einstein's.

In GS's second proposition of an internal method (GS section TV,

fig. 2), a rod runs along a fixed direction x', in no slide tan-

gential contact with a rotating disk whose axis is at rest in S'.

"When the rod moves with uniform constant velocity u1, the disk

spins with constant angular velocity w'". GS argues that the disk can be

used as a time keener, the rod as time signal trnnsmiter, and the

apparatus as an internal synchronizer.

If this mounting is to be used as a synchronizer, a previous

and independent experiment is needed to determine tho physical law

of rotation of the disk. Here a violation of SR could indeed

exist be it S-LET17"*1'' or somo other law, which would reveal
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the nature of the time to which clocks are being synchronized with

the disk and rod method. Suggestions as to how experiments to do

termine the physical law of free rotation of a disk should be car

ried out, are given in reference (14).

Before having that law experimentally established, GS's result

following his equation (11) can only be written in general form,

At = - 2yLQ e/c
2 ,

and his choices of e (0 and -V) are not results but inputs. For

synchronization purposes the value of e must be set according to

whichever law of rotation is found for the disk, say £ = -V for SR

(equal angles at equal Einstein t-intervals), e=0 for S-LET (e-

qual angles at equal Tangherlini T-intervals), or other.

Statements like "rolling without sliding assures us that the

rods move with equal and opposite velocities" are coordinate de-

pendent and can be wrong in case the coordinates used are not those

that render rotation uniform. Such is for instance the case if

rotation is according to S-LET (T-uniform) but Einstein t clocks

are used. Then the equation of motion for some peripherical joint

in the rotating disk, with instantaneous tangential velocity v,

here assumed coplanar with V, is given13 in Einstein coordinates

by (ft is the angular velocity)

££ =

It is seen that radially opposite points, such as the two disk

to rod contact points in the GS method, do not share equal and op
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-> ->
posite tangential speeds if V.v^O.

Now we come" to GS's third proposed synchronization method, in

the later part of his section IV (fig. 3). Here two rods of equal

rest length are moving freely and parallel to the x axis in S, in

opposite directions/ with velocities u and u. In the laboratory

frame S 1, their velocities u1 and u1 are defined to be equal and

opposite if the rod's leading and trailing edges cross each other

at precisely the same spot, say a slash perpendicularly marked a-

cross their trajectories, and at rest in S 1. Let this be the ori-

gin of the x1 axis. The rods can then be used to start and syn-

chronize two clocks that are sitting along x' at equal and opposite

distances from the origin.

Prior to any calculations, it can be immediately concluded that

th>.s internal method establishes Einstein's synchronization on the

cJocks, since there i's no room for an 5R violation in its concep-

tion (other than deviations of a"1 and b from Y ) . The only phy-

sics involved here is the relative translation of solid bodies.

GS's conclusion that the method is equivalent to Einstein's is

therefore right, although his reasoning to reach it lacks rigour.

His basic equation (14) is correct only to order vr, whereas equi-

valence should be proved with an exact result.

h simple but rigorous way of reaching the right conclusion ana-

lit iceilly is by showing that the method implies n=i in equation

(5). This can be as follows.

From (5)/ with flu= u~V,

dx' * y "to dt

dt = Yy dt'(1+nVu1)
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and therefore

6u = u'v^Ml+nVu 1)" 1 (7)

with an analogous equation for 6u, u1

The synchronization method implies

Yu6u = Y-5u . (8)

Substitution of (7) in (8), with u' = -u', implies n=l.

The GS determination of e by means of Doppler experiments is

compromised by the use of Moller's19 formula (MSII eq. 3.1 and GS

eq. 18) which has been shown13 to have no leading term (^ v.V) in

the velocities v of emitter and absorber, for any theory with

a"1 = b= Y« The GS determination of e by means of the Universal

Time Coordinated also lacks foundations. He does not prove that

clocks can be internally synchronized to Tangherlini's time. MSI

say they cannot. We say they can13 'Xlt, provided the associated

SR violating effect exists with measurable magnitude.

Closing our general critique on test theories of SR and their

interpretations, we comment briefly a paper by Mac Arthur2.

His opening discussion on the equivalence of the test theories

by Robertson and MS is misleading. We quote the conclusion in

his first page: "Thus, using Einstein synchronization, the MS for

mulation is equivalent to the Robertson formulation". We have seen

in section 2 that Robertson's theory is made identical to SR be-

cause he inputs Einstein synchronization. Mac Arthur is trans-

fcrrino this misconception into the work of MS, thus making both test.
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theories equivalent to each other and to SR (given that a~x=b=i).

It is quite clear that MS did not follow Robertson's mistake,

cinee they keot Tangherlini's time in their test theory.

Of more serious consequences is however the improper handling

of the absolute time T when Mac Arthur writes

AT = At gQ/Y

for Doppler and lifetime experiments. This equation does not re-

late absolute time measurements between any two inertial systems,

ay implied in his paper. Instead, one of the systems in question

must be the absolute rest frame. It would be too much a coinci-

dence if the "Ether" was comoving with either the laboratory or

the decaying (or emitting) particle systems, or some times with

one, some with the other. Tangherlini's transformation U between

any two inertial systems S1 and S" need an intermediate step in

S(abs.), with the consequent introduction of two absolute veloci-

ties V1 and V" of both frames. Besides,

U(V') 0 (V") / U(V'+VM) ,

contrary to what is implied by Mac Arthur's quoted equation.

The same critique is conceptually valid for his expression for

V. - V in the- velocity comparison between a high energy electron

and a photon. Here however, given that both velocities (̂ c) are

much higher than that of the laboratory translation through the

"Ether" (or what is assumed of it, of course), the equation for

V -Vt retains approximative validity, in as much ns the absolute
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and laboratory frames can be thought of as coincident.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The long standing question regarding the equivalence between

SR and absolute theories was reviewed critically, and it is seen

that the subject has been mistreated by many of its authors, even

the patriarchs in the field. There have been groundless conclu-

sions both of equivalence and inequivalence. We hope to have con

tributed to clarify this question. It is our conclusion that a

properly defined absolute theory must be, by construction, ine-

quivalent to SR, since it must stand upon observable violations of

SR. So far these ran only be hypothetical because, to this date,

no SR violations have convincingly been observed.

Admiting the validity of eq. (2), the only room left for depar-

tures from SR is necessarily connected with the nature of time. It

is then only with the help of an SR violating effect that one can

devise an intzxnat synchronization method that will establish a

time that is inequivalent to Einstein's. Examples are the Marinov

shaft18 and the S-LET disk synchronization13.

It was certainly not our purpose here to collect misconceptionr,

or imprecisions in the literature of Test Theories of SR. How-

ever, by showing the incorrectness of some approaches to the prob

lorn, wo hope to hnvc cleared many aspects of the subject, and re-

vealed further how delicate it is.

Perhaps our main message is the well known but apparently little

understood fact that coordinates arc only labels, not physics. A
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rather radical example of this is the Robertson17 and Mansouri-

SexlJ"s treatment (although unconscious)of SR in general coordi-

nates (eq.l), and our treatment of absolute theories13 in Einstein

coordinates.
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